
Texas-rigged- Fish from dead-
stick slow, to very fast, on the sur-
face, for topwater explosions. The
bait is completely weedless. Catch
negative fish by letting the bait

Screw-in Noseweight- To work
the baits through even the thick-

Spinnerbait trailer-Fish usually
attack from underneath and
behind. They see the belly of a
baitfish, instead of all-too-familiar
spinning blades.

Buzzbait trailer- Bait adds
weight for casting and buoyancy,
so you can fish much slower and
give the fish a much easier target
and baitfish belly profile. You
should double your catch rate with

Crankbait trailer-Remove rear
treble and attach 2-3’ of line with
bait to various (suspending work
best) crankbaits. Get the bait’s
great triggering actions down to
the fish.

Spoon trailer- Remove treble
and attach 2-3’ of line with bait to
spoon, to catch fish at whatever
desired depth. Bait looks just like a
fish chasing the spoon and gets
bitten!

Skipping-Untouched fish under docks, overhanging trees and bushes, are now accessible. Instead of being right on top of the cover, pitching some-
thing the fish know the UPC code for, you can stay 20 ft away and skip these baits, just like a stone, 20 ft right to the back. The bait is in the fish’s pre-
ferred attack position, just above them, and the fish don’t even know you’re there. You should at least double your catch rate. We have never seen any

Jigs-You can use pretty well any
jig- ballhead (shown), flipping,

Swimbait- Add as a trailer, to a
Swimbait jighead. Let it sink to the

Flipping Jig-For when the fish
need a bigger profile to key in on,

Wacky rigged- Hook the bait in
the middle for a slow, tantalizing
fall rate and random action. Add
small amounts of weight to fine

Swim Away- Hook the bait in the
tail, add a noseweight to front, the
bait will swim away under docks
and edges of pads. Great for flip-

Carolina-rigged-The bait will
pop up, a few inches from the bot-
tom, and slowly glide forward,
right in the fish’s line-of-sight,

Popper trailer-Remove rear tre-
ble and attach 2-3’ of line with
bait. The popper gets them looking
up, the bait chasing the popper,

Rigged to dive-Move the hook-
point back slightly, so the nose
dips. You can make the bait dive
2-4 feet and retain a slow fall rate,
to catch neutral fish which won’t

Rigged as Popper- Move the
hookpoint forward, so the nose
points upward, to fish slop and
emergent weeds. Keeps bait free of
weeds. Can also be worked like a

Short-strikers-Feed the hook
further down the bait, to catch
fish which are striking short. This
rigging does not affect the action
of the bait.

Rick Corcoran is the President of Black Mamba Fishing Systems Inc., one of the very few 100% Canadian owned tackle manu-
facturers. Check them out at www.blackmambafishing.com

In our earlier articles, we made the bold claim that the Black Mamba® baits are possibly the most versatile bait we’ve ever seen.
Here are some of the many tried and tested fish-catching ways you can rig the baits.

Having a bait which will do more than one job, is an alien concept to many fishermen. Now you have a bait that does dozens of
jobs and that can be fished effectively in almost any situation, at any depth, for most predatory species, in fresh or saltwater.
Spend less time rummaging around in tackle boxes full of stuff you rarely if ever use, and spend much more time catching fish!


